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In this document I have covered basic Staff / Mace drill used on Anzac Day Parade and also
Christmas Pageants. Of course there are many other drill movements BUT I have kept it simple by
covering the parades most Community marching Bands participate in. I have endeavoured to make
clear instruction by using photographs of the drill movements, step by step in some instances, to
assist those new to Drum Majoring and as a reference for existing Drum Majors.
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Standing at ease
Heals 250mm apart and feet at 30 degrees

Staff/Mace ferrule on ground alongside right little toe. Right arm extended to the fullest. Mace is
grasped around the grip with right hand with thumb extended up the Mace.
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Coming to attention

On command, lift left foot up 150mm and place alongside right foot with heels together and feet at
30 degrees

As the left foot is placed alongside the right foot, bring Staff/Mace sharply back towards the body
with upper arm in line with body and forearm parallel to the ground

Stand Easy
From the At Ease position, the head of the Staff/Mace is bought to the centre of the
Body and the left hand is placed on top of it. The right hand is then
placed on top of the left hand.

Step Off

After facing band and bringing Band to “Attention”
- lift Staff /Mace so ferrule is slightly off the ground.
About turn and face the front.
Teach your band that when stepping off to take a short pace of about
½ step. This will avoid players leaning back as they try to take a full first step.
Lift Mace to the “Step off” position by either bringing
Mace forward and up with the ferrule pointing up.
OR rotate Mace out to the right of body and up to the ready position.
Head of the Mace is about eye height.
DM to give command “ Band – by the centre – quick march”
Hint: You can also carry out a short up and down Staff/Mace movement on each of
the words “quick” and “march”. If you have a larger band, the players towards the rear
of the band may not hear your voice command or traffic noise may hinder. ( will assist the DM that
may not have a penetrating voice) Train your band with these movements and a loud voice is not
always necessary.
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DM can bring Mace back to a “Carry” position or can rotate Mace in a
forward motion 360 degrees for the duration of the 2 x 3’s roll that percussion play prior to
the music commencing. Then back to “Carry”

Carry position – position whilst marching

Mace in left hand, with hand over left breast
and Mace angled across body.
When marching the Staff/ Mace should be held
at the balance point with left hand, obliquely across
the body with left hand about opposite the left breast.
Staff/Mace can either be carried in that static position
OR moved with the left arm brought down with the left foot then
up with the right foot. Alternately the Mace can be passed to the right hand and brought
down with the right foot then up with the left foot. Moving the Mace does look more
ceremonial.
Please note: When marching all Staff/Mace movements should occur as the left foot hits the
ground.

Left wheel
Mace bought up to horizontal position at shoulder
height with the head pointing to the direction of
the Wheel.

Then raise above the head arms extended.
Head of Mace may be positioned above the DM head.
Once wheel completed, Mace back to “Carry” position.

Right wheel
Mace raised to a position at shoulder height
with the head pointing to the direction of the turn.

Then raise above the head arms extended.
Head of mace should be above the DM head.
Once wheel complete, Mace back to “Carry” position.
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Front to rear Countermarch
Mace with ferrule pointing up and forward at an angle
of 45 degrees with head of Mace level with DM eyes.
Direction of turn for countermarch –
The “NBCA Drill Manual Marching Handbook” states
the turn is a left about turn/wheel BUT the
NBCA handbook is only a guide not a regulation.
Many Community and Military Bands carry out a right about
turn at the countermarch.
It is at the discretion of the DM re his/her
training method.
Upon DM carrying out counterturn, march back through
the band and after Band completes counter march,
lower Mace back to carry position.

Mark time
From “Carry” position, lift Mace horizontally level
with shoulders in both hands then above the head
arms extended. Some DM prefer to then lower,
raise, lower and raise the Mace (raising on the
left foot an lowering on the right) to make the
distinction from a left wheel signal.
When ready to step off,
revert to “Step Off” Mace position.

Saluting on the March
When on the march the Staff/Mace shall be at the
Carry in the left hand to enable the salute to be
executed with the right hand. Head and eyes turned
toward the Saluting base. The salute shall be maintained
six ( 6 ) paces before and six ( 6 ) paces after the Saluting point.
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Repeating music on the march
On certain occasions, music is required to be playing marching past a specific location. eg past a
saluting base. Should the music come to a finish prior to passing of that location, the DM should
train the band with a signal they will recognise to go back and repeat. A wide rotation of the right
arm/hand above the DM head prior to the end of the music is a common signal.

Halt
From “Carry” position bring Mace upright
to the front of DM body. Raise the Mace
perpendicular above DM head to almost
the full extent of the right arm.
Head of Mace uppermost and gripping the
Mace towards the ferrule near the bottom
of the chain
Methods of bringing band to the “halt” are
varied amongst bands as there is no NBCA
direction.
A double tap on the Bass drum can be
signalled prior to coming to the halt by
“flicking” the hand to the right
then back to perpendicular. Sometimes 2
lots of double taps are used. (See figure 1)
This movement as with all Mace drill movements occur on the left foot.

On reaching the Halt point he/she shall bring the
staff/mace smartly down to the position of
Attention in one movement allowing the mace to
slide through the grip of the hand to the grip
position.
Figure 1
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Band Fall OUT / Band Dis - MISS.
At the completion of a march, the DM shall face the Band and
give command “ Band - Fall – out ‘ OR where the Band is no longer required “Band - Dis - MISS “
The band shall turn to the right, pause for about 2 seconds, break off and move promptly from the
road / Parade Ground.
Some bands after the short pause will march about 2 paces then break off.
There is no regulation regarding this.

 There are many other signals but the above will allow for a smooth transition into the role of DM
at Pageants and Anzac Day parades.
 All the above Staff / Mace drill are a condensed version so as not to confuse the DM new to that
role.

 Some bands tend to have their own method of carrying out various drill movements eg coming
to the halt or stepping off. However in contests there are requirements for some drill
movements. ( see below )

The NBCA Drill and marching handbook is intended to provide guidance on drill movements and
procedures. It is not a set of Regulations – for the Regulations applying to a contest, bands should
refer to the NBCA Street and Marching Regulations and special conditions, if any, included in the
Contest Schedule for that contest.

NBCA Drill and Marching Handbook. ( guide only )
)https://www.nbca.asn.au/files/2012_NBCA_Drill_and_Marching_Handbook.pdf

For State and National competition rules and regulations please see
NBCA Drill and Street Marching regulations
https://www.nbca.asn.au/files/2012_NBCA_Drill_and_Street_Marching_Regulations.pdf
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